Abstract-The paper presents an experimental study of the temporal behaviour of a bistable vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) under the effect of optical feedback coming from vibrating diffusely-reflecting surface. We demonstrate that a VCSEL operating in the regime of polarization switchings caused by self-mixing effects can greatly enhance a responsivity of the detection of microvibrations. For small amplitudes of microvibrations (less than λ/2, where λ is the operating wavelength of the laser), which cause only harmonic (or close to harmonic) oscillations in the laser output outside of the bistability region, the use of polarization switching can increase the responsivity up to 45 times. For the amplitudes larger then λ/2 the response of a bistable VCSEL well reproduces a fine temporal structure of the self-mixing signal. A procedure of the data processing in the switching regime for the correct determination of the direction of the displacement and for the reconstruction of the waveform of surface vibrations with a basic resolution of λ/2 is also shown.
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Vertical cavity surface emitting lasers subject to impact of optical feedback were a subject of wide experimental and theoretical interests in the context of studying different aspects of nonlinear behavior (see, for instance, [1] and references therein). One of these effects is an appearance of fluctuations of the laser intensity caused by the reinjection of the laser radiation from the reflecting moving surface. This self-mixing (SM) effect lies in the basis for laser interferometric sensors which are known to be effective for contactless measurements of displacements, velocities, vibrations, the direction of displacement of objects in different fields of science and technics ( [2] , [3] , [4] and references therein). In this method a reinjected radiation induces fluctuations in the output laser emission which contains an information about object under study. Such an approach makes possible to develop, based on semiconductor lasers, measuring sensors that have a high sensitivity to the reflected signal, a low cost and a compactness. Especially this concerns VCSELs which possess a number of advantages such as a quality of the beam, an operation in a single transverse and longitudinal mode, a very low laser threshold and a possibility to fabricate an array of the laser diodes.
In this context Porta et al. [5] experimentally demonstrated that the use of a bistable VCSEL where the polarization switchings are induced by the laser radiation scattered back into the laser cavity from a rotating diffusely-reflecting ob- ject can strongly enhanced the responsivity of the laser Doppler velocimetry (by 10 dB). These experimental findings were also theoretically analyzed in the framework of the Lang−Kobayashi approach [6] .
In this paper we extend the use of polarization switchings in a bistable VCSEL for increasing sensitivity of the detection of microvibrations of a diffusely-reflective surface. Here we show that for microvibrations of small amplitudes (less than λ/2) the use of polarization switching allows one to increase the response amplitude at fundamental frequency of microvibrations from 10 up to 45 times depending on theirs amplitudes. For the large enough amplitudes (larger then λ/2) the response of a bistable VCSEL well reproduces a fine temporal structure of the SM signal. This fact is demonstrated with help of the coefficient of cross-correlation between the spectrum of oscillations outside of bistable region and the spectrum of the laser response in the switching regime in the bistability domain. In the case of symmetrical configuration of the bistable potential associated with polarization bistability in a VCSEL the coefficient of cross-correlation can achieve the value of 0.96. We also study the effect of asymmetry of a bistable potential of the laser on the the response of the laser. Finally we discuss a procedure of the data processing in the switching regime in order to find correctly the direction of the displacement and to reconstruct a waveform of surface vibrations with a basic resolution of λ/2. It should be noted that a considerable body of works were devoted to developments and investigations of SM vibrometers based on optical feedback [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , which are very important sensors for many applications. Therefore, the results presented below can be of interest for enhancement of the responsivity of laser-based vibrometers.
Investigations were performed on the experimental setup schematically shown in Fig. 1 . A commercial single-mode VCSEL (Finisar, HFE 4093-332) operating at 848nm wavelength was used. The threshold current was j th ≈0.9 mA. The temperature of the laser diode was stabilized with the help of a temperature controller with an accuracy of 0.01
• C. The collimated by lens L 1 with an antireflection coating laser radiation was split on the beam splitter (BS) into two parts. One of them was focused by a lens L 2 on a diffuse-reflected printer white paper which was fixed on a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) as a vibrating surface. Focal lengths of both lenses were 8 mm and 20 mm, respectively. The second beam was directed through the polarizer (PBS) to the photodiode (PD) to record the temporal dynamics on the selected polarization. The signal from the photodiode was amplified and recorded by a digital USB oscilloscope (with a sampling frequency of 1÷10 MHz). The length of the external cavity from the laser to the target was ≈12 cm. For the modulation of the length of the optical feedback, a sinusoidal voltage with a frequency of 1 kHz and different amplitudes U was applied to the piezoelectric transducer from the signal generator.
First, for several samples of laser diodes the dependence of the laser intensity I(t) on the selected polarization depending on the current j dc was experimentally investigated. The hysteretic behavior of the laser intensity for high values of j dc was found for one of the laser diodes at successive increase and decrease of j dc . Figures 2 (a) and (b) show laser intensities on the selected orthogonal polarizations for this case. In particular, in the range of j dc from ≈ 4.3 mA to ≈ 4.9 mA two zones of bistability with width ∆j 1 ≃ 0.2 mA and ∆j 2 ≃ 0.03 mA, respectively, were found. In the absence of optical feedback for a fixed value of j dc no spontaneous switchings caused by internal laser noise is observed in the operation of the laser in a bistable mode in both zones of bistability.
The switching threshold to the effect of the current modulation is significantly lower in the second zone [ Fig. 2(c) ] by about 8 times for the symmetrical configuration of a bistable potential associated with polarization bistability. In the experiment it can be found as a minimal modulation amplitude of a switching threshold in the dependence on the injection current j dc . In this case switching thresholds are the same from both potential wells. Changing the pump current from the symmetrical configuration, we introduce an additional threshold from one of the wells which results in increase of the switching threshold for the periodic signal. One can expect that the same effect will be observed to the impact of the modulation of optical feedback. The second zone of bistability, therefore, was used in the experimental study. In order to find switchings between polarization states induced by optical feedback from the rough surface the PZT with a sinusoidal applied voltage was moved along the optical axis until clearcut polarization switchings appear in the laser responses.
It is known that the reflected radiation returned back to the laser cavity from the vibrating object creates beats on the vibration frequency, thereby modulating the output power of the laser. The character of fluctuations of the output laser intensity depends both on the amplitude of the vibrations and on the strength of the optical feedback. The left column in Fig. 3 shows typical SM waveforms of the laser intensity I(t) on the selected polarization for different values of the applied voltage U on the PZT with a frequency f V = 1 kHz. These responses were obtained for the injection current outside of the second bistability range. At the value U = 1 Volt, we observe oscillations of the laser intensity which are close to the harmonic ones [ Fig. 3(a) ]. An increase of the voltage U on PZT results in the appearance of fringediscontinuities (sawtooth-like fringes) in the laser intensity caused by a change in the length of the external cavity by multiple number of half-wavelength of the laser radiation [ Fig.  3(b)-3(d), left column] .
In the bistability region SM signals are significantly changed as seen in the right column in Fig.3 . For U = 1 V on the PZT the harmonic oscillations are transformed almost into squarewave signals due to switchings between two polarization states [ Fig.3(a') ]. For higher values of U on the PZT more complex fringe patterns induce additional switchings [ Fig.  3(b')-3(d'), right column] . But what is important, the number of switchings appeared in the laser response in each one-half period of the modulation in the bistability region is equal to the number of fringe-discontinuities. This means that a fine structure of the SM signal can be kept in a bistable mode of operation of the laser.
For the harmonic or close to harmonic SM signal one can introduce the gain factor since in the this case a dominant frequency in the spectrum of the signal is f V . Figure 4 shows the gain factor G for the signal at the vibration frequency f V depending on the value of the pump current j dc for two different values of sinusoidal voltage U applied to the PZT. The gain factor G is defined here as G = R/R 0 , where R is the response of the system at the frequency f V for the running value of j dc , and R 0 is the average laser response outside of the bistability region for the range j dc = 4.7 ÷ 4.8 mA. It is seen that for small amplitude of vibrations outside of bistable region the gain factor G does not depend on j dc whereas in the bistable regime of operation it can achieve a rather high value of about 45 for U =0.25 V [curve 1, Fig.4(a) ]. In the case of more complex signals [ Fig. 3(d) ], along with a frequency f V a lot of spectral components appear in the spectra of laser responses. To find out a similarity between them, therefore, a normalized cross-correlation coefficient (C s ) between the spectrum S 0 averaged in the range of j dc ∈ [4.8 ÷ 4.83] mA outside of bistable zone and the spectrum S j for each value of j dc was estimated:
where ... denotes the average in the frequency domain. We used the frequency range from 0 up to 50f V which captures practically all frequency components of the SM signals in our study. The cross-correlation coefficient C S depending on the injection current j dc , calculated with the use of expression (1), is shown on Fig. 4(b) . One can note that outside of the bistable zone the values of C S are between 0.9 and 1 due to some fluctuations of the strength of the optical feedback and the length of the external cavity. In the bistability domain the coefficient C S can reach the value C S ≈ 0.96 for some optimal value of j dc . This fact testifies a high degree of similarity between the averaged spectrum S 0 (considering as an input optimal spectrum) and the output spectrum S j . In fact, the optimal value of j dc for G and C S are achieved for the injection current j dc corresponding to the symmetric configuration of the bistable potential. In this case the switching threshold is minimal. The spectra S 0 and S j at the optimal value of j dc are shown in the Figs.5 (a) and 5(b), respectively. Comparing both spectra one can note that practically all spectral components are well reproduced in the regime of polarization switchings, at the same time the amplitudes of spectral peaks increase approximately by a factor of 10. As we noted yet, the changing the pump current from the symmetrical configuration, we introduce some level of asymmetry to a bistable potential which increases the switching threshold for the periodic signal. This results in a somewhat different picture as compared to results presented in Fig.3 . The experimental results for the temporal behavior of the laser presented in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) are shown for two different values of j dc which correspond to two different level of asymmetry of the bistable potential. For j dc = 4.967 mA [ Fig. 6(a) ] one can notice the appearance of bursts of pulses at the rate corresponding to the frequency f V . At the same time, the width of pulses in each semi-period T V sequentially alternates. Further increase of the asymmetry of a bistable potential (j dc = 4.985 mA) results in a disappearance of pulses in one of semi-period of oscillations [ Fig. 6(b) ].
Finally, let us consider the possibility to reconstruct a waveform of vibrations from the SM signal in the switching regime. It is known that a SM interferometry allows one to measure the displacement of a target with a basic resolution of λ/2. The procedure is based on counting of saw-tooth like fringes, which number is directly proportional to the displacement. The similar procedure can be developed in the switching regime, even though the SM signals are significantly different in both cases [compare Fig. 3(d) and Fig. 3(d') ]. Let us consider a laser response in Fig. 3(d') (right column) , which corresponds to a SM waveform I(t) in the switching regime. First, we transform I(t) into the signal I sgn (t) using the following expression: I sgn (t) = sgn[I(t) − I(t) ], where sgn denotes a signum function (defined as 1 for positive I(t), -1 for negative I(t) and null at zero) and .. is an operation of averaging over a full length of time series. The result of this transformation is shown in Fig. 7 (a) . Then we calculate derivative I d (t) = dI sgn (t))/dt shown in Fig.7 (b) . One can see that signal I d (t) represents an alternation of delta-peaks of the opposite sign due to a rectangular character of the signal I sgn (t). By selecting each first peak from the pair of delta-peaks of the opposite sign in each half-period of the fundamental frequency f V [solid thick line in Fig. 7(c) ] we obtain a series of delta-peaks I δ (t) of the same sign in each half-period of f V However, the sign of peaks is changed to the opposite value in each semiperiod of f V . This change of sign can be associated with a change of the direction of a displacement as in a conventional SM interferometry. A distance between peaks corresponds to a change of the length of the external cavity by λ/2. To reconstruct the waveform of micro-vibrations we calculate a cumulative sum of I δ (t).
The stepwise curve shown in the Fig. 7(d) represents the reconstructed waveform with resolution λ/2. The dashed line is the signal from the functional generator applied to the PZT. Thus, it was experimentally demonstrated that the amplitude of SM signal caused by optical feedback from vibrating diffusely-reflective surfaces can be significantly enhanced by the use of polarization switchings a bistable VCSEL by a factor of about 45 for the magnitude of microvibrations less than λ/2. In the more complicated case for the magnitude of microvibrations greater than λ/2, spectra of the laser response in the switching regime well reproduce all spectral peculiarities of self-mixing signals. For the case of the weak OF, when the strength of OF is not enough to induce polarizations switching, a further improvement can be achieved by the use of phenomenon of vibrational resonance [14] , [15] , [16] . Preliminary results of the use of vibrational resonance for the amplification of the SM signal was reported in [17] 
